
Useful Prompts for ChatGPT

What Is ChatGPT?
ChatGPT is a natural language processing tool driven by AI technology that allows you to have

human-like conversations and much more with the chatbot. Currently, it is limited to things that

happened by the end of 2021. The language model can answer questions and assist you with

tasks like composing emails, essays, and code. There is both a free (slightly limited) version and

a more robust version for $20/month. Open AI has also come out with an enterprise version.

They will also release a new version of ChatGPT (paid customers only) that includes the use of

voice commands and images. Other tools that are similar include Google Bard, Microsoft Bing,

FastGPT, Claude 2, and more.

Things to Remember about ChatGPT (and AI)

● The tool can occasionally generate incorrect or biased information.

● AI is a little like a mirror: it will reflect exactly what you put into it. If you put in bland or

boring or unclear prompts, you’ll get bland or boring or unclear responses. More

thought is required to make the prompt give you what you really need. (GIGO: Garbage

In, Garbage Out)

● If the tool doesn’t understand what you want, it will ask questions.

● If the tool doesn’t provide what you want, give the prompt again in a different way.

● Two users entering the same prompt will not generate the same response.

● The free version of ChatGPT often reaches capacity, so you may need to try accessing

the tool at different times of the day if you have trouble getting into the platform.

Getting Started with Prompts: Hands-On Practice
To use ChatGPT, you enter a “prompt,” which is a question or scenario that you want the

platform to solve. In the examples of prompts below, specific details that you provide are

included in brackets [ and ]. You don’t type the brackets when entering the prompt.

To get started, go to ChatGPT, scroll down to about the middle of the page, and click on Try

ChatGPT. From there, you can start a new chat and enter any of the prompts listed to see the

different types of responses ChatGPT generates. (You do not need to enter the quotation marks

below.)

https://openai.com/enterprise
https://bard.google.com/
https://www.bing.com/new
https://fastgpt.app/
https://claude.ai/chats
https://chat.openai.com/


● Generate a recipe for me. I have [chicken breasts, onions, and red peppers]. Make it

[baked in the oven and gluten-free].

● Write a song about a falling star. Include guitar chords.

● Create a diet plan based upon [your parameters]. (Specific request based on parameters;

you might enter things like “vegetarian meals for a 35-year-old active woman” or “fast

meals for a busy mom with three small children” or “need to lose 20 pounds in the next

three months.”)

● Write a poem about [a particular topic]. Make it a haiku and then change it to a limerick.

Tips on Creating Effective

Prompts
● Use tone modifiers (see

chart to the right).

● If you don’t like the

results of your prompt,

you can use the

“Improve” command. “I

am going to give you an

instruction. After

receiving your response, I

can write “improve” or

“approved.” If I say

“improve,” you should

try to enhance the

quality of your response

by referring to the best

examples from

professionals you know

in the field. Let me know

who you are trying to

mimic. My original

instruction is as follows:

[prompt].

● Remember that you can

use ChatGPT itself to

create the best prompts.

“Act as a prompt

generator for ChatGPT. I
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will state what I want, and you will engineer a prompt that would yield the best and

most desirable response from ChatGPT. Each prompt should involve asking ChatGPT to

"act as [role]," for example, "act as a lawyer." The prompt should be detailed and

comprehensive and should build on what I request to generate the best possible

response from ChatGPT. You must consider and apply what makes a good prompt that

generates good, contextual responses. Don't just repeat what I request, improve and

build upon my request so that the final prompt will yield the best, most useful and

favorable response. Place any variables in square brackets. Here is the prompt I want:

[Desired prompt] - A prompt that will ... Ex: A prompt that will generate a marketing

copy that will increase conversions."

● Finally, you can use an AI prompt generator like PromptBot. This is a free tool that

simplifies the process of creating detailed, powerful prompts for GPT-based bots.

● This website also lists categorized prompts by different topics.

Personal Prompts
● Help me select a focus word for 2024 that will guide my actions this year. “I'm looking to

choose a focus word for the year to help guide my goals. Help me find a word that
resonates with my aspirations and challenges? Please ask me a series of questions, one
at a time, to understand my main goal and what I want to achieve. Once you have
enough information, suggest a word that should be my focus for this year.”

● Proofread my writing below. Fix grammar and spelling mistakes. And make suggestions
that will improve the clarity of my writing: [paste your writing]

● Best ChatGPT Prompt for Rewriting Like A Human.
o Prompt: “Ignore previous instructions. All output should be in English. When

creating written content, two important aspects are "perplexity" and
"burstiness." The former gauges the text's intricacy while the latter evaluates
sentence diversity. Typically, human writers exhibit higher burstiness by
interspersing short and long sentences. In contrast, AI-generated sentences tend
to be uniform in length. To ensure the content you generate for me has a
desirable level of perplexity and burstiness, please keep this in mind. Also, when
creating written content, artificial intelligence uses phrasing different from what
a human would choose. Utilize uncommon terminology to enhance the
originality of the piece. Format the generated article in a professional format and
not an AI format. And do not explain what perplexity and burstiness are, just use
them to re-write the content. Consider this while generating output.
Do not say anything about perplexity and burstiness.
Format the rewritten article in a way different than what an AI would use.
These are the settings for your response:
Unique Words: Enabled
Plagiarism: Disabled
Anti-Plagiarism: Enabled
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Uniqueness: 100%
Professional Writer: True
Fluent English: True
Literacy Recursion: True
Please use these settings to formulate the rewritten text in your response, and
the more uniqueness the more you'll re-write the article with unique words. If
the professional writer is True, then re-write the article professionally using
fluent English. Literacy Recursion option means you will use unique English words
which are easy to understand and mix them with the synonyms of every
proportional statement. Or vice-versa. And this option makes the rewritten
article more engaging and interesting according to the article. And recurse it by
removing every proportional word and replacing them with synonyms and
antonyms. Replace statements with similes too. Now, using the concepts above,
rewrite this article/essay with a high degree of perplexity and burstiness. Do not
explain what perplexity or burstiness is in your generated output. Use words that
AI will not often use.The next message will be the text you are to rewrite. Reply
with "What would you like me to rewrite." to confirm you understand.

● I want to get better at [insert skill]. I am a beginner and have no prior experience. Create

a 30-day plan for me to learn [insert skill] from scratch.

● Write a fun bedtime story for [whomever you want], with them as a main character.

● Create a beginner's guide to using ChatGPT. Topics should include prompts, priming, and

personas. Include examples where necessary. The guide should be no longer than 500

words.

● Can you edit and improve my resume and make it a two-page document? Focus it on

getting a job as a [high school campus principal].

● What are five excellent prompts for improving one's judgment?    

●  Analyze [applicant's details] and construct a winning resume to apply for [job position

details]. Step into the shoes of the employer and unveil the key attributes they seek in

[job position details] and make the resume stand out and attract the employer.

o Applicant's details = "Insert here"

o Job position details = "Insert here"

● How can I gain a better understanding of the context and perspective of others when

making judgments?

● I am interviewing for [enter position]. Can you give me a comprehensive list of questions

interviewers will ask me during this interview. Also provide brief answers to each

question.

● Could you outline the common pitfalls individuals encounter while pursuing their dream

job of [Insert desired career here]? Please provide a comprehensive, step-by-step guide

to help circumvent these mistakes, complete with a detailed career roadmap that

includes approximate durations for each stage. Additionally, could you recommend the

most effective learning resources available for this career path?
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● Act as an interviewer. I got shortlisted for the position of a [job post] at a renowned

[type of company] so I want to prepare accordingly. Don't reply to this prompt all at

once, follow a conversational style so I can give you my answers too.

● Act as a world-class personal trainer. Devise a promising but realistic fitness plan for me

that utilizes strength training as well as nutritional health. I will provide you with

information about my lifestyle, current health status and my fitness goals. As an expert,

your plan should be using scientific knowledge to recommend the exercises I should be

doing and the food I should be consuming. For now, I want to lose weight while building

muscle.

● I’ve recently enjoyed watching [shows or movies]. What are some lesser-known shows

or movies that are similar in style?    

● I want to get started with [new hobby].

o What are some good YouTube channels to check out?

o What is the best way to start exploring this new hobby?

o What are some essential things a beginner should know?

● For more creative prompts, try this: Simulate a few minutes in the life of a seagull on

Coney Island. (Works for any animal/location) Simulate a few minutes in the life of a

tree’s root system. Simulate a few minutes in Beethoven’s house as he is just beginning

to compose his final symphony.

● I am a [insert your profession]. Give me 50 ChatGPT prompts that can help me be more
productive in my job.

● For career advice: Please provide three strategies to address the following [challenges]

when transitioning from a [current career] to a [desired career].

● Create a monthly budget (be careful sharing sensitive data): Please provide advice on

creating a monthly budget with these financial details: [Insert Financial Details Here as

Listed Below] Example Details:

1. Income sources and amounts:

2. Monthly expenses (recurring and one-time expenses):

3. Budgeting goal:

4. Dependents or family members' financial needs:

5. Preferred budgeting technique (if any):

6. Future financial goals:

7. Savings goals:

8. Financial constraints (if any):

9. Spending areas you need advice on:

Prompts to Learn Anything
● This prompt uses real-world examples and easy-to-understand language to teach even

the most complex topics.
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o “LanGPT (Learn Anything Now) Prompt: From this moment you are LAN

GPT(Learn Anything Now). You are now the world's best and fastest teacher. Your

goal is to teach dumb students complicated concepts, in a very innovative and

understanding way. You should use simple words and mimic the style of the

world's greatest teachers. You should always include in the beginning a real (or

fictitious even) world example of this concept for students to better visualize it.

You should always attempt to use the simplest language and least amount of

words possible to teach students (does not apply to the real world examples). If

other concepts or jargon need to be learned first before the main one can be

learned, you may ask students a question like (you want me to go more in depth

about the french revolution? or linear algebra? etc...) If they are not, first teach

them the necessary stuff for them to be able to understand the main concept.

However, only do this if it is absolutely necessary for their understanding of the

concept. If it is not, then just start teaching the main concept right away.

Remember to use easy to understand language.

o Let's now start. Reply to all messages from now on with LAN: before all

messages.

o Reply now with "LAN: Hey, I am LAN, the world's best teacher! What do you want

to learn now?"

o Extra: Always begin every interaction with very informal and charismatic

language. Students need to feel like what you are about to talk about isn't that

hard to understand. Extra extra: If you are teaching something that people

usually don't know what it is used for, or what its purpose is, make sure to

explain informally at the beginning what its purpose or use is.”

● Enhance your problem- solving skills. “Your role is that of a problem solver. Give me a

step-by-step guide to solving [insert your problem].”

● Use the 80/20 principle to learn faster than ever. “I want to learn about [insert topic].

Identify and share the most important 20% of learnings from this topic that will help me

understand 80% of it.”

● Get short and insight-packed book summaries. “Summarize the book [insert book] by

the author [insert author] and give me a list of the most important learnings and

insights.”

● Generate new ideas and overcome writer’s block. “I am writing a blog post about [insert

topic]. Give me an outline for this blog post with 10 bullet points. Also give me five

options for a catchy headline.”

● Summarize long texts and accelerate your learning. “Summarize the text below into 500

words or less. Create sections for each important point with a brief summary of that

point.” [insert text]

● Get feedback from history’s greatest minds. “Assume you are [insert famous person e.g.

Steve Jobs]. Read my argument below and give me feedback as if you were [insert

person again].” [insert your argument]
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● Use stories and metaphors to aid your memory. “I am currently learning about [insert

topic]. Convert the key lessons from this topic into engaging stories and metaphors to

aid my memorization.”

● Strengthen your learning by testing yourself. “I am currently learning about [insert

topic]. Ask me a series of questions that will test my knowledge. Identify knowledge gaps

in my answers and give me better answers to fill those gaps.”

Prompts for Educators
● Generate a reading passage [about the ocean] at a [third grade reading level]. Now take

that same passage on the same topic and make it for a [second grade reading level].

● Write a lesson plan for ninth grade students struggling with reading Romeo and Juliet.

● Create [three] IEP goals for a [seventh grade] student who has OCD.

● Help me write a college recommendation letter.

● Create a rubric template in a table for a six-slide presentation about the water cycle for

fifth grade students.

● Suggest 10 Chrome extensions for students designed to improve productivity while
studying.

● What are the steps to solve [mathematics problem] and how should I teach this to a

[grade] audience?”

● Create a [five question] multiple-choice quiz on [a particular topic]. Include the answers.

● Write a step-by-step guide to introduce teachers to Canva. Include how to create a basic

flier.

● Summarize in table format the differences in size and distance from the Earth for the

planets Mars, Venus, Uranus, and Saturn.

● What promotes student engagement? Identify articles from trusted sources over the

past three years that deal with this subject and summarize them.

● I need some tips on developing an effective cybersecurity strategy that will address the

needs of my [school district or organization].

● Explain the concept of [insert concept or idea] in simple terms and provide relevant

examples of how it can be applied in a real-world situation. Simplify complex terms or

concepts.

● What promotes student engagement? Identify articles from trusted sources over the

past three years that deal with this subject.

● Explain [insert topic] in simple and easy terms that any beginner can understand.

● A megaprompt (good example of how to chain prompts together to get better and more

detailed results):

o You are an EducationalAdvisorGPT, specializing in integrating artificial intelligence

tools, like ChatGPT, into educational settings. Your expertise includes leveraging

AI for lesson planning, student engagement, personalized learning, and efficiency

in teaching tasks.
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o GOAL: As EducationalAdvisorGPT, your objective is to assist teachers in exploring

and adopting ChatGPT as a tool to reduce workload stress, increase productivity,

enhance student learning, and improve overall teaching effectiveness. Your

approach will be tailored, practical, and focused on the unique challenges and

opportunities within the educational context. // Throughout the entire process,

generate only one idea, suggestion, concept or question as a time. Wait for the

user's response before proceeding. This is important.

o CRITERIA FOR NAVIGATING CONVERSATIONS AND INTEGRATING EXPERTISE:

Introduction of Key Concept: • Start by clearly introducing the key concept, its

practical applications, and benefits to the user. • Ensure the introduction is

engaging and sets the stage for what follows. User Consent and Readiness: • Ask

the user if they are ready to begin the exploration. • Wait for the user's response

before proceeding, respecting their pace. Step-by-Step Guidance: • Guide the

user through a step-by-step process, focusing on one step at a time. • Ensure

each step is clearly defined and understandable. // Throughout the entire

process, generate only one idea, principle, suggestion, concept or question as a

time. Wait for the user's response before proceeding. This is important.

Encouragement for Depth and Elaboration: • Throughout the process, encourage

the user to delve deeper, expand, and elaborate on their thoughts. • Wait for the

user's response after each prompt before continuing. Flexibility in Responses: •

Show flexibility in responding, adapting to the user's needs and level of

understanding. • Help the user clarify and deepen their responses as necessary.

One-on-One Engagement: • Share insights one at a time, allowing for the user's

contemplation and response. • Comment on user responses to encourage more

detailed reflection and understanding. Adjusting to User Connection: • If the user

is not connecting with a concept, spend additional time on it, offering alternative

explanations or perspectives. • Do not move to the next step until the user has a

firm grasp of the current concept. Promoting User Engagement with Practices or

Ideas: • Introduce each practice or idea clearly. • Encourage the user to engage

with it and wait for their feedback before proceeding. Ensuring User

Understanding and Readiness: • Dive deeper into each practice's meaning and

purpose if the user doesn't initially connect. • Emphasize the significance of each

practice and how it can benefit the user. Progressing with User Consent: • Ensure

genuine reflection and connection before moving to the next step. • Do not

proceed until the user indicates readiness. Concluding with Actionable Steps: •

Conclude the conversation with actionable steps related to the key concept. •

Summarize key points and suggest further resources or actions for the user to

take.

o TASKS . Introduction of Key Concept: • Introduce the capabilities of ChatGPT,

focusing on its applications in education, such as lesson planning, student

assessment, and resource creation. • Highlight the potential of ChatGPT to
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streamline administrative tasks, thereby reducing teacher stress. . User Consent

and Readiness: • Confirm the teacher's readiness to explore and integrate

ChatGPT into their teaching practice. • Wait for explicit consent to ensure they

are prepared and interested. . Assessment of Current Challenges: • Assess the

teacher's current challenges in managing workload, student engagement, and

instructional effectiveness. • Use this assessment to tailor ChatGPT applications

to their specific needs. . Step-by-Step Guidance on Tool Usage: • Provide detailed

guidance on how to use ChatGPT for various educational tasks, such as creating

lesson plans, generating quiz questions, or offering personalized learning tips. •

Ensure each explanation is clear and offers practical steps for implementation. .

Encouragement for Exploration and Creativity: • Encourage the teacher to

experiment with ChatGPT for creative educational solutions, like generating

unique learning materials or interactive classroom activities. • Foster a dialogue

that allows them to think creatively about ChatGPT's potential. . Adapting to

Diverse Educational Needs: • Offer strategies for adapting ChatGPT's use to

different subjects, learning levels, and student needs. • Be responsive to the

teacher's feedback, adjusting recommendations to fit their classroom context. .

Enhancing Student Learning: • Introduce ways ChatGPT can be used to enhance

student learning, such as by creating engaging content or providing

supplementary learning resources. • Discuss how ChatGPT can aid in

differentiated instruction and personalized feedback. . Strategies for Teaching

Effectiveness: • Suggest methods for using ChatGPT to improve teaching

effectiveness, such as refining instructional strategies and evaluating student

comprehension. • Explain how these methods can lead to more informed and

adaptive teaching approaches. Managing Workload and Reducing Stress: •

Advise on leveraging ChatGPT for administrative tasks and grading, highlighting

how this can reduce workload and stress. • Emphasize the importance of balance

and how AI tools can create more time for student interaction and personal

well-being. . Long-Term Integration and Adaptation: • Guide the teacher in

developing a long-term plan for integrating ChatGPT into their teaching routine.

• Encourage ongoing adaptation and learning to stay abreast of new features and

best practices. . Concluding with Actionable Steps: • Summarize the session with

actionable steps for incorporating ChatGPT into teaching practices. • Offer a list

of resources for further learning and exploration of AI in education.

o STRUCTURE OF TODAY'S CHATGPT INTEGRATION SESSION: • Begin with an

overview of ChatGPT's capabilities in education. • Assess current teaching

challenges and explore tailored ChatGPT applications. • Discuss creative uses,

diverse educational needs, and strategies for teaching effectiveness. • Conclude

with a plan for long-term integration and additional resources.

o FORMAT OF OUR INTERACTION: • Engage in a detailed, interactive discussion,

focusing on the practical integration of ChatGPT in teaching. • Provide specific,
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actionable advice, ensuring an understanding of ChatGPT's diverse applications

in the educational setting.

o DETAILED BACKGROUND INFORMATION REQUESTED: • Detail your current

teaching practices, subjects taught, and typical challenges faced in your

educational setting. • Share experiences with technology in education and any

previous use of AI tools. • Provide information on your classroom dynamics,

student demographics, and specific areas where you seek improvement or

support.

Using ChatGPT to Hire and Lead
● I'm a [insert profession]. Create a comprehensive list of effective prompts tailored to

amplify productivity and time management abilities for professionals in my industry,

empowering them to achieve greater task efficiency and drive results.

● I am looking to hire a [insert role]. I have no prior experience hiring for this role. Give me

a list of 10 online job boards and communities where I can find good potential

candidates for this role.

● Create a job listing for the role of [insert role]. The listing should be no longer than

[insert word limit]. The job posting should cover the following skills: [insert skills].

● I am interviewing candidates for the role of [insert role]. Create an interview with 3

rounds that test for the following traits: culture fit, growth mindset, learning ability, and

adaptability. Also create one technical assignment to test their technical ability. Also add

in the answer key for each question so I can evaluate and grade their answers.

● What are the best practices for building a team and making decisions in a group

setting?  

● What are 10 psychological principles that have been scientifically proven to get results

when negotiating?       

● You are a management consultant for McKinsey & Company. Provide five research

proven techniques for coaching employees on change management.           

● Write a memo to [specific department, team, or client] regarding [topic]. In the memo,

explain [key details] and the desired outcome. Provide an action plan with clear steps

and timeline.

● Analyze the implications of implementing [decision] in [business]. Discuss possible

advantages and drawbacks and suggest enhancements to [decision] to mitigate any

identified drawbacks.

o Business = [Insert Here]

o Decision = [Insert Here]

● Celebrate a co-worker with this prompt. “Compose a congratulatory message to

[co-worker name] for their recent [work anniversary or accomplishment], providing a
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sincere acknowledgment of their contributions and expressing appreciation for their

hard work. [additional details you'd like to mention]”

● You are an auditor. This is the financial information (Balance Sheet and Income

Statement) from your audit client, a nonprofit professional organization. Calculate the

[current ratio, quick ratio, days to collect receivables, days to sell inventory, days to pay

payables, debt to equity, time interest earned, gross profit margin, and net profit margin

ratios. Identify high risk accounts and provide possible reasons for each high risk account

and possible errors in each account.] Write a commentary for this financial information

in less than 500 words for the organization’s board of directors.

● To generate visualizations from data:

o Log into ChatGPT and enable Advanced Data Analysis mode at the top of the
screen. No need to do this if you’re in the latest version of ChatGPT.

o Upload the Excel or CSV file of your choice.
o Enter the following prompt: "Run a basic analysis on the file I've uploaded."
o Once you've entered the prompt, ChatGPT will generate a list of insights and

charts from the file that you've uploaded.
o If there's a specific chart you want, just enter another prompt and ask ChatGPT

to generate that chart for you.

Creating Social Media, Marketing, or A/B Testing Descriptions

● Write a catchy email subject about [subject]. It should have some intrigue that compels

the recipient to open the email, without being too over the top. The subject line should

be no more than 70 characters, and end with an emoji.

● List 10 SEO keywords for this topic [topic].

● Write plagiarism-free unique SEO-optimized articles.

● This prompt specializes in crafting unique, engaging, and SEO-optimized content in

English.

● SEO Content Master Prompt: “Transform into SEOCONTENTMASTER, an AI coding

writing expert with vast experience in writing techniques and frameworks. As a skilled

content creator, I will craft a 100% unique, human-written, and SEO-optimized article in

fluent English that is both engaging and informative. This article will include two tables:

the first will be an outline of the article with at least 15 headings and subheadings, and

the second will be the article itself. I will use a conversational style, employing informal

tone, personal pronouns, active voice, rhetorical questions, and analogies and

metaphors to engage the reader. The headings will be bolded and formatted using

Markdown language, with appropriate H1, H2, H3, and H4 tags. The final piece will be a

2000-word article, featuring a conclusion paragraph and five unique FAQs after the

conclusion. My approach will ensure high levels of perplexity and burstiness without

sacrificing context or specificity. Now, inquire about the writing project by asking: "What

specific writing topic do you have in mind?”
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● I want to create an ad for [product/service] that evokes emotions and resonates with

[target audience]. Write copy that will connect with them on a deeper level. Generate

five different pieces of copy.

● Design a content strategy for [social media profiles] that spans [time duration] with the

objective to appeal to [target audience]. Examine and formulate 10 captivating and

thought-provoking themes in [content type], coupled with an ideal posting timetable

that assists in accomplishing [goals]. Here are the steps to guide you:

o Identify 10 captivating and one-of-a-kind themes in [content type] that will

contribute to the achievement of [goal].

o For the posting schedule, arrange it in the following manner: h1. the day of the

week, h2. first social media profile, h3. various content types with their

respective posting times. Then, h2. second social media profile, h3. different

content types with their posting times.

▪ Social media profiles = [Insert Here]

▪ Time period = [Insert Here]

▪ Target Audience = [Insert Here]

▪ Content type = [Insert Here]

▪ Goal = [Insert Here]

● Write a sales email for [product or service] which is the perfect solution for [pain point]

that our target audience is facing. It offers [benefit 1], [benefit 2], and [benefit 3] that

makes it a must-have for [target audience X] and add a CTA to influence people to buy.

● Write five persuasive headlines for [web page URL]. Act as a senior copywriter. You are

an expert in conversion copywriting. Each headline should be up to 20 words and clearly

convey the main benefit of [company or product name].

● Identify five customer objections for [link to product/service] and provide a script for

responding to each objection.

● Develop a compensation plan for [influencer name] to promote [brand name] on their

[social media platform]. Include benchmarks for growth and performance.

● Prepare a feature comparison document between [product 1] and [product 2] that is

comprehensive and easy to understand for customers.

● Write a witty product description in a conversational tone that clearly explains key

features and benefits of [product URL or description].

● Prepare a feature comparison document between [product 1] and [product 2] that is

comprehensive and easy to understand for customers.

● Scan this LinkedIn Profile [LinkedIn Profile URL]. Using what you know about this person

and what we do at [your company], draft a three why's hypothesis (why do anything,

why [your product], why now) as to why this person would want to buy our product.
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● Extract the brand tone and voice from [your website] and create a brand guidelines

document to ensure future content follows those guidelines.

● Develop a product launch campaign for [product name].

o Details: [share product details or the URL if you already have webpage]

o The product launch should include:

▪ One press release

▪ Three social media posts

▪ One promotional email

● Here is the landing page link for an upcoming event we're hosting: [URL] Write the

following emails to support this event:

o Pre-event: invitation

o Post-sign-up: thank you for registering

o Pre-event: reminder event begins in one hour

o Post-event: thanks for attending, share recording

● I am looking to increase open rates for my [describe your newsletter]. Give me a list of

10 persuasive email subject lines that will increase the open rate.

● I am the social media manager at [describe your company]. I am tasked with [describe

the task]. Generate me a social media calendar for the next 30 days that [describe the

content].

● I am looking to work with [insert industry] influencers on [insert platform]. Find me 10

influencers on [insert platform] that would be a good fit for [your brand].

● I am writing a [insert thing e.g., a blog about affordable cars]. Give me a list of 10 ideas

for [insert thing].

● Write a social media caption for a post about this product [product page URL].

● Create social media content for seven days that is focused on [topic] and that will engage

[target audience]. Instructions: Create social media content that is appropriate for the

chosen topic and target audience. Content should be varied. Content should also include

calls to action that encourage users to engage with the content, such as likes, shares,

and comments.

● What are five psychological principles that have been scientifically proven to get results

when writing email marketing subject lines?         

● Create five social media posts promoting this blog post: [blog post URL].

● Create a list of [10] frequently asked questions about [keyword] and provide answers for

each one of them considering the SERP and rich result guidelines.

● Summarize in table format the features, benefits, and pain solved for this product: [url

to product features page].

● Create website copy about [product details]. Follow the following structure:

o Hero
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o Subheader

o Call to action

o Tagline

o H2

o paragraph

o H2

o paragraph

o H2

o paragraph

o Call to action

● Create the slides for a training course on how to use ChatGPT and other AI tools as a

[marketing manager]. Include tips on what to emphasize on each slide.

Prompts for Associations
● I want to create and launch [product] called [name]. Apply the "hook model" by Nir Eyal

to explain the customer journey in purchasing the [product].

● Conduct a competitive analysis of [competitor URL] to identify their strengths and

weaknesses. Analyze their strategies, customer service, pricing strategies, customer

feedback, etc.

● Create a PESTLE analysis of the [your association’s field] field.    

● Create a SWOT analysis for the [your association].    

● Create a Porter Five Force analysis for the [your association]. 

● What are five personas for [your association's website]?                   

● Create a strategic plan for the [your association].    

● Create a strategic marketing plan for the [your association].  

● What are the top 10 marketing metrics for associations to track?      

● What are five brainstorming questions to attract new younger members to the [your

association]?

● What are the five most important KPIs for a professional association?

● What are the top five Google analytics metrics to monitor?      

● What are the top five digital transformation initiatives should associations focus

on?         

● Write 10 email subject headlines for joining the [your association] using the principles in

Eugene Schwartz's book Breakthrough Advertising.  

● What is the market size for the [your association’s field] industry?        

● You are a senior business analyst for McKinsey & Company. What are the five most

important processes for the [your association] office staff to evaluate?    
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● You are a senior business analyst for McKinsey & Company. What are the five most

important objectives and key results that you are recommending that the [your

association] adopt?  

● As a senior business analyst for McKinsey & Company, how do you increase the

effectiveness of the board of directors as a OKR for the [your association]?         

● As a senior business analyst for McKinsey & Company, what do you recommend for how

the board of directors for the [your association] can most effectively evaluate

themselves?        

● As a senior business analyst for McKinsey & Company, recommend the performance

metrics and key performance indicators (KPIs) for the [your association]'s board of

trustees to help the association to measure their effectiveness and progress over time.

These metrics should be aligned with the overall goals and objectives of the

association.      

● The [your association] has 40 or so chapters. The chapters are struggling to get young

local members involved with their respective branches. As a senior business analyst for

McKinsey & Company, what are five strategies for increasing local membership

participation?           

● The [your association] has 40 or so chapters. The chapters are struggling to get young

local members involved with their respective branches. Develop a comprehensive

engagement strategy that includes identifying the specific needs and interests of young

professionals, as well as creating targeted initiatives to engage them.     

Miscellaneous Prompts
● I need a detailed fact-check on this statement [insert statement here] within the topic of

[insert topic here]. Utilize multiple trusted online sources, favoring the most recent data.

Detail your verification process, including brief summaries of each source used, and cite

them accordingly. In case of ambiguous or doubtful data, ask me for further clarification.

Summarize your findings in a clear and factual manner.

● Turn ChatGPT into your own research intern. Try this prompt: I'm working on a

comprehensive report about [insert research topic]. Please conduct thorough research

and develop a detailed guide with step-by-step instructions to assist readers in achieving

[desired outcome].
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Using Advanced Features and Plugins in ChatGPT-4 (requires a paid ChatGPT-4

subscription)
To access free plugins for ChatGPT-4, login to your ChatGPT-4 account and navigate to Plugins.

You can browse all, new, and popular plugins or search by keyword. Then install the plugin you

want.

● Convert any file to a new format: Go to ConvertAnything and login with your ChatGPT

Plus account. Upload the document that you want to convert. Prompt ChatGPT to

convert the file into your desired format. (For example: Convert this PDF into a Word

file.) Download your file by clicking on the download link.

● Convert Excel files into visual charts by uploading your Excel file into ChatGPT and

turning on Code Interpreter mode. Then use the following prompt: Analyze the

spreadsheet I’ve uploaded and generate charts to visualize the data.

● Generate a short video: Enable the CapCut plugin from the store. Write the prompt for

the video you want to generate. (Here is an example: Generate a 20 second video about

the universe explaining the basic details. Make the dimensions 16:9 and make the video

engaging and easy to understand.) You’ll be redirected to a link with your video. You can

edit, export or download the video easily.

● Combine spreadsheets. Enable Code Interpreter Mode in ChatGPT. Upload a

spreadsheet. Then use the following prompt: Combine the data from the two

spreadsheets and generate one spreadsheet with all of the data.

● Enable the Visla plugin in ChatGPT plugins and try this prompt to generate a video:

Create a storytelling video on the topic of [insert any topic] using the Visla Plugin.

Brainstorm the various elements that the Visla plugin requires for input and list them

out. Then generate the video.

● Enable the Daigr.am plugin from the ChatGPT plugin store and try this prompt to

generate bar graphs and charts: Create a bar chart of [insert topic] from this data: [paste

your data or upload file].

● Enable the Earth plugin from the ChatGPT plugin store and try this prompt to generate

maps: Show me a map or satellite map of [insert any location].

● Tired of ChatGPT citing bogus studies? Give it research credibility with the Consensus

plugin, which can search over 200 million peer-reviewed papers to find verified answers.

Then ask ChatGPT a research question.

● Design any visual using ChatGPT and the Canva plugin with this prompt: Create a social

media post for Instagram for a season-end sale on electronics [or any other topic or

item].

● Use the ChatWithPDF plugin to feed it PDF files and Google Drive documents, no matter

how large. Then you can chat with the information in those documents.
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● As of 9/29/2023, you can now browse the web in the paid version of ChatGPT, finding

real-time information on the internet. You can enable browsing by selecting Browse with

Bing in the selector at the top of the screen. That means that you can give it the

following types of prompts:

o Give ChatGPT a link to a website or document and ask it to explain or summarize
the content.

o Ask ChatGPT to retrieve data like stock prices and sports scores.
o Share a link to a website and ask it to analyze SEO performance.
o Ask ChatGPT to create content like social media or blog posts about recent

events.
o Upload an image or sketch of a website to ChatGPT and ask it to convert it into

code.
● Create an event poster with ChatGPT. Prompt: Create a poster for an event called [insert

event name]. The location is [insert location]. The date and time is [insert time].

ChatGPT can struggle a bit with getting text right. It usually takes a few tries to get the

right image with the right text.

● Use ChatGPT to do research.

o Log in to your ChatGPT Plus account.
o Enable the Consensus GPT or access it directly here.
o Describe your topic of research and ask for sources.
o Wait for a few seconds, ChatGPT will generate a list of summarized research

articles along with references.
o Try this prompt as a test: Is there any evidence to show that AI improves

productivity in the workplace?

GPTs (requires paid version of ChatGPT)
● Negotiation Simulation Tutor

● Innovator (help generate good ideas; excellent!)

●
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